The Flexmls® App for Real Estate Professionals
The Full Power of the Flexmls Platform is Mobile

The Flexmls App for Real Estate Professionals* puts the full power and
reliability of the MLS at the agent’s fingertips on their mobile device.
Designed with continuity in mind, the Flexmls mobile app mirrors the
Flexmls Desktop experience so there’s just one system to learn. Agents
have the autonomy to run their business, their way - any time, any place.

In the Flexmls Mobile App
•

Customize preference when viewing listings - list, map
or listing detail view.

•

Quickly find listings based on current location, MLS #
and other criteria.

•

Search intuitively by typing or speaking an agent or
contact’s name and/or listing information.

•

Access third party applications.

Work On-the-Go
•

Maintain listings: change status, edit price, and add/
change photos.

•

Schedule an open house.

•

Run a hot sheet report to stay up to date.

Manage Contacts and Client Relationships

Scan to
Download

•

Add new contacts, make saved searches, and set up
client subscriptions.

•

Direct message, invite new contacts to the portal, and
keep contacts up to date with saved searches and
subscriptions.

•

Identify the most active contacts at a glance and view
email open rates and clicks for viewed listings.

“I have the Flexmls app on my phone so I can check it out anytime I want.
It’s instant; if a listing status changes, reductions, all that good stuff. If I’m
with a client, I can pull up a listing and give them all of the information.”
- Bryant Mitchell, Sunday Dinner Realty Group
*Available in the App store as Flexmls for Real Estate Pros
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The Flexmls App for Homebuyers
®

Connecting Homebuyers to their Agent and the Market

The Flexmls App for Homebuyers enables on-the-go communication between client and agent plus
access to the most accurate, real-time data. And when clients use the Flexmls for Homebuyers app, their
agent gains insight that fosters more timely and targeted collaboration.
Clients Gain a Powerful, Mobile Home Search Companion:
• The freshest, most timely listing data directly from the MLS.
• Consistent interface that mimics the desktop experience.
• Create a search based on current location or filter fields.
• Hide listings or save and rank favorites and see most
recent matches. Easily access saved searches created by
an agent.
• Clients can subscribe to email alerts for their search
criteria and get push notifications on listings that match.
• View listings with big, vibrant, pixel-perfect photos, floor
plans, videos and 3D tours.
Agents Gain a Powerful Relationship-Building,
Marketing, and Business Tool:
•

Client login available by agent invitation.

•

App experience is branded to the agent.

•

View client favorites to deliver a more targeted service.

•

Recommend listings and set up searches for clients.

•

Direct messaging with clients on all platforms.

Available to your clients
on Android and iOS.

“My clients love the portal and how easily they can interact with me. They
can message me right in the system and make appointments; they can reach
me and that’s important to them.”
- Carolyn Altman - Realty ONE Group Mountain Desert
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